Nature Trails

East Lake Trails • 3 miles
The East Lake Trails consist of four connected trails marked with directional arrows. They provide a less traveled, more rustic walk.

Osprey Trail • 1¾ miles
The Osprey Trail gets its name from the osprey re-introduction program which took place at Stony Creek. This trail provides the best views of the osprey hacking tower and Stony Creek Upper Lake.

Reflection Trail • ½ mile
This is a short picturesque trail that explores Stony Creek’s valley and reveals the underwater worlds of pond and stream.

Landscape Trail • 1 mile
Featuring the natural forces that shaped the character of the area, this trail will lead you over an ancient glacial landscape.

Habitat Trail • 2 miles
Along this winding course you will see a panorama of forest edge, broad fields, dense woods and small wetlands.